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Introduction

• The continuous growth of modern information systems 
renders their configuration a challenging process.

o the number of interconnected goals they expected to 
satisfy;

o the complexity of their architectures;

o cyber-threats they must be able to protect against;

o continuous changes in their operational environment. 



Challenges

• The selection of appropriate security configurations
taking into account: 

o the continuously evolving threat landscape

o the effects of threats towards system goals

o trade-offs between security and other functional and 
non-functional system goals

“Thus, striking a balance between effective risk
management and functional system design can be a
challenging endeavour.”



Research Approach

To overcome such challenges this work proposes: 

• The extension of Secure Tropos in order to support
risk-aware decision-making for the design of secure
system configurations.

• A structured, quantitative approach towards the
calculation of risk related aspects (impact, likelihood,
mitigation)

• A framework that selects optimal security
configurations with respect to the severity of threats
and the priorities of other goals using constraint goal
models.



Secure Tropos – Baseline

• A security-oriented extension of Tropos methodology
for the elicitation of security requirements.

• Standard goal-oriented requirements engineering
concepts (e.g., actors, goals, dependencies)

• Security related concepts (e.g., security constraints,
threats, security mechanisms).

• Supports a number of interrelated modelling views

• Security Requirements view captures the goal 
decomposition of each system actor and the 
dependencies between them.

• Security Attacks view decomposes each threat to 
identify its attack methods, the system vulnerabilities 
they exploit and the coverage provided by the 
security mechanisms.



Extending Secure Tropos



Security Analysis using Secure Tropos

• Step 1: Security Analysis 
• Create Secure Tropos goal model (Security 

Requirements view diagram)

• Identify Security Constraints 

• Identify Threats

• Propose Security Mechanisms



Security Analysis using Secure Tropos

• Step 1: Security Analysis (continued)

• Create Attacks view for each identified threat

• Identify Attack Methods

• Identify System Vulnerabilities

• Connect Vulnerabilities to system elements

• Connect Security Mechanisms to Vulnerabilities



Risk Assessment 1/2 

• Step 2: Likelihood Estimation
• Assign a Likelihood value (L) for each threat that 

affects each vulnerability, using AHP (0≤ L ≤1).

• Step 3: Impact Estimation
• For each vulnerability, estimate an Impact value (I) 

using AHP (0≤ I ≤1).

Therefore, the Inherent (initial) Risk of each Threat 



Risk Assessment 2/2 

• Step  4: Risk Minimisation
• For each identified Security Mechanism, assign a 

mitigation factor (0≤ M ≤1) that denotes the 
percentage of Risk reduction it offers if implemented.

• For each identified Security Mechanism, assign a 
value, ranging from 0 to 100, indicating its 
contribution towards the systems soft goals (non-
functional goals).

Therefore, the Mitigated Risk for each Threat



Risk Minimisation

• Step 5: Risk Minimisation
• Using Constraint Goal Models and Satisfiability 

solvers identify the optimal Security Mechanism 
combinations that minimise the Residual Risk of 
each Threat and contribute towards the system’s soft 
goals. 

Where, Residual Risk for each Threat is calculated 
as follows:



Optimisation Scenarios

• Using the OptiMathSAT solver we can create 
optimisation scenarios where:

• Each variable has a soft cap (min/max) or a specific 
hard cap limit (e.g., Residual Risk T1 < 25% )

• Priorities can be assigned for the optimisation of 
variables (e.g., Residual Risk T1 > Cost > Residual 
Risk T2) 



Optimisation Results

• Each scenario results in different set of selected 
Security Mechanisms, that satisfies its initial 
parameters



Conclusions – Future Work

• Contributions of proposed framework

• Extending  Secure Tropos with Risk related concepts, 

• Support for quantitative risk assessment and trade-off 
analysis between security and other requirements.

• Identification of optimal security configurations for a 
number of different scenarios

• Future Work

• Exploring more advanced reasoners to support more 
complex optimisation scenarios

• Support a more structured approach for Likelihood and 
Impact value estimation  
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